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About This Game

Rise of Nations

Rise of Nations is a real-time strategy game that spans all history.
Start with a single city in the Ancient Age; gather resources; build an infrastructure; research technologies; construct Wonders
of the World such as the Pyramids and the Eiffel Tower; and expand your military might across the world, conquering hostile

nations with bombers, battleships, and tanks—all over your lunch hour!

In Rise of Nations there are:

18 Nations—each with special abilities and unique military units.

Over a hundred military units operating on the ground, sea, and air— from Hoplites to Frigates to Helicopters.

Over two dozen buildings with upgrades and technologies that will take your nation from a small City to an Information
Age society.

14 Wonders of the World—the Terra Cotta Army, the Taj Mahal, the Eiffel Tower. Each gives your nation special
bonuses.

More than a dozen map types, ranging from the Amazon Rainforest to the Himalayas to the Nile Delta.
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Conquer the World campaign—a linked series of dozens of scenarios.

The Extended Edition includes:

Rise of Nations

Rise of Nations: Thrones and Patriots

New in the Extended Edition:

Improved Visuals

  Improved water

Improved textures

Full-screen anti-aliasing
Full Steamworks Integration

  Multiplayer with ranked matches (ELO)

Achievements

Trading Cards

Cloud saves
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Title: Rise of Nations: Extended Edition
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
SkyBox Labs, Big Huge Games
Publisher:
Xbox Game Studios
Release Date: 12 Jun, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8.1+

Processor: 1.6

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Direct X 10+ Capable GPU

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: Direct X Compatible Sound Card

Additional Notes: GPU at least (Integrated HD 3000, 8600GT, etc)

English,French,Italian,German
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This is great! But I have a question. I have ultimate and the chiptune designer, I still don't get the full set of tracks which I'm
curious how I can get them. It shows them! but they won't let me use them. It just is like they are unavalible to use. Thanks!. I
play: Bezier, Echoes+, Geometry Wars, Gran Vitreous, P-3 Biotic, Scoregasm, Ultratron, Waves....
No, I don't like space-shooter-arena !!
But I assume this one is a good one.. This game great in it's simplicity. Addciting with great graphics and music. Oh and it's
pretty darm cheap!. Bought the game, installed it, started it up.
Graphically not very impressive, but ok, not horribly so and the graphics don't make the game.
Starting a new game isn't very intuitive, I had to fiddle about a bit before finally managing to A) create an account with my
name on it and B) start story mode. Not very good but ok, a lot of good games have their own little problems.
Finally got ingame...
Got nothing except 'Go and speak to Benjamin Dover'
Ben Dover.... heh... i should have named my character Ivor Biggun.
Wandered for a few minutes, found Ben..
'Here's 5000 credits, go forth my son and do whatever' (not the actual dialogue but good enough for illustrative purposes.)
Passed the EVA suit storage, realised you could actually take off your EVA suit.
Took off EVA suit, entered airlock, closed inner door, opened outer door, wandered around outside for a few moments.
No horrible decompressive death, no warnings of pending horrible decompressive death, just a gradually decreasing health bar...

Seen enough. Uninstalled game, requested refund, wrote this.

Totally not recommended, Do Not Buy This!. Pros:
+ Concept is great, building up in the air and down in the earth, while still trying to prepare for a fallback in case of a fire is
great.
+ While your tower expands, so does your options. This game is great at training you to make the best of the resources at hand.
+ There's a good range of both abilities, but also items (\/dwarves) that can counter those abilities. It leaves many opportunities
to turn the game by moving your most crucial assets around, extinguishing fires, pumping out water, etc.

Cons:
- Not very original music, gets annoying quite fast (which is of course entirely subjective)
- No options menu whatsoever (including the possibility to turn off the music (I'm looking at you, devs)).
- Unfortunately, the multiplayer seems to be abandoned. It is probably best reccomended to play the game with some friends,
since (even with the randomized aspects), after some time, I can imagine it will get a bit repetitive.
- Fires will \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you up.

All in all, I recommend the game for those of you who likes having to deal with the worst situation the best you can. With the
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missing options and died out multiplayer, I would normally not recommend it, but at the price of 2,99, it still have had more
than enough replay value to make it worth my while.

\/\/First review. Thanks for reading.\/\/. Loved the backstory of the game and it's actually fun to use do ye old maths again :D I
hope it earns some noms. Not as good as Amnesia: The Dark Descent because there is no inventory. You do not need to search
for oil or tinder boxes. There is also no health and insanity bar. But the story was kinda cool, game was scary and areas were
nicely made. The playtime is like half of Amnesia: The Dark Descent (about 5 hours).
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I enjoyed its predeccessor (AoG1) but this game has unfortunate issues, balancing and otherwise.. These types of games are lots
of fun! Really hard to digest if you're not a weeb though.. Game is Uber Dead. Bought this and regret it. Nothing explicitly
wrong, but a bit too much micromanagement and too fast paced for me. Also very repetitive, so it's closer to a time management
game than a building or 4x game.

Obviously haven't gone very far yet, so maybe it would change.. This game is a bag full of tricks and fun! Great for online
communities with the 16 body player base. Just finished playing it on my friend's stream, the only one featuring this game. The
devs joined us too and gave him a free in game hat for streaming! Chillest gameplay ever!

It's the simplest most addictive asymmetrical game on the market. If Last Year is too broken or undeveloped for you, Dead by
Daylight too difficult. This is a great mix and FREE.

It's funny, humorous, simple to learn, strategic and fun with friends! It deserves to be seen!
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